BACKGROUND {#sec1-1}
==========

Stained histological sections contain highly detailed information on tissue composition. Because of a resolution in the order of micrometers and the availability of a variety of specific stains, human observers can accurately indicate which cells or tissue types are present at each location. One of the applications for which histology is used, is the study of atherosclerotic plaques. It has been shown that the composition of such plaques is related to plaque vulnerability, indicating its chance to rupture and possibly causing cerebrovascular events.\[[@ref1]\] Histology sections are segmented into different tissue components to improve the understanding of risk factors of stroke,\[[@ref1]\] for biomechanical modeling of stress distributions in the plaque,\[[@ref2]\] and to develop and evaluate plaque component segmentation methods on *ex vivo* and *in vivo* MRI.\[[@ref3]--[@ref5]\]

Manual annotation of histology sections is a time-consuming task. Several studies have automatically segmented histology sections, mainly for oncological applications.\[[@ref6]\] To the best of our knowledge, no studies on automated segmentation of atherosclerotic plaque components in histology have been published. Image analysis in histology often consists of segmenting typical structures such as lymphocytes, cell nuclei and glands, and/or indicating a presence or severity of disease.\[[@ref6]\] Our approach is different from this in the sense that we aim to divide the complete section into different areas. These segmentations can then be used to determine the stage of atherosclerotic disease, or to train plaque component segmentation methods in registered imaging data.\[[@ref4][@ref7]\]

In this paper, we (semi-) automatically segment histology sections of carotid atherosclerotic plaques into fibrous (stable plaque component), necrotic, and lipid (vulnerable components) regions using pixel-wise classification. Although all evaluated sections are stained with the same protocol, variations in appearance occur between sections from different specimens. Therefore, we compare an approach that uses training data from different specimens to training on one or two slices of the specimen to segment, which in practice requires a limited amount of user interaction per specimen. We also evaluate whether these segmentations can reliably be used to train plaque component segmentation methods in *ex vivo* Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and *in vivo* MRI and computed tomography-angiography (CTA), using datasets in which spatial correspondence between these imaging data and histology has been established.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

Data {#sec2-1}
----

For 13 patients who were scheduled for carotid endarterectomy, *in vivo* MRI (pre- and post contrast 3DT1-weighted, pre-contrast T1-weighted, Proton density weighted (PDw), and Time of Flight (TOF)) and CTA scans were acquired. After surgery, the excised specimens were scanned with MRI (3DT1w, PDw, T2w) and μCT, and afterwards decalcified and embedded in paraffin for histology processing. At every 1mm interval, axial slices of 5 μm thickness were taken. These sections were stained with Elastica Von Gieson (EvG, Merck, Germany). This stain colors nuclei brown to black, collagen and elastin pink to red, and muscle and cytoplasm yellow. Lipid regions are characterized by the typically shaped cholesterol esters and the absence of connective tissue. Necrotic tissue contains no cell nuclei and is usually less dense than fibrous tissue. Examples, which also depict the variability between sections, are shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Examples of histology sections and manual segmentations that show the variation in our dataset. F : Fibrous, N : Necrotic, L : Lipid](JPI-4-3-g001){#F1}

On the digitized histology slices (resolution 1.8 × 1.8 μm) contours for the lumen, outer vessel wall, necrotic tissue, and lipid regions were manually drawn. Areas within the vessel wall that were not annotated as necrotic or lipid regions were labeled as fibrous tissue. For registration and evaluation purposes lumen and outer wall contours were drawn on the ex vivo MR images and the *in vivo* aligned MR and CTA images. Sections with low image quality due to histology disruption and sections which contained almost no tissue were excluded. In total, 176 histology sections were used for analysis (13.5 ± 4.9, range 5-21, per specimen).

HISTOLOGY PATTERN CLASSIFICATION {#sec1-3}
================================

Image Features {#sec2-2}
--------------

Color, texture, and tissue structure are important features to distinguish plaque components \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\], and therefore features of these types were used. Color: We used intensity of the 3 red, green, blue (RGB) color channels before and after Gaussian smoothing (σ = 0.1mm), where in general fibrous tissue is dark purple, necrotic tissue lighter purple and lipid more pink or yellow. Texture: The mean gradient magnitude at σ = 1 pixel and the standard deviation, both of the green channel in square windows of 10 × 10, 20 × 20 and 30 × 30 pixels, were expected to differentiate tissues by tissue heterogeneity and the strength and amount of edges. The structure tensor\[[@ref8]\] was calculated (inner scale σ = 1 pixel = 1.8μm, outer scale σ = 72 μm) to differentiate between highly structured tissues (parallel fibrous bands) and less ordered tissues (lipid, and to a lesser extent necrotic tissue). We used the first and second eigenvalue (\|λ~1~\| \> \|λ~2~\|), coherence ![](JPI-4-3-g002.jpg), and the determinant.

The original histology slices have large dimensions and are, therefore, time-consuming to process. The color and texture features were calculated from downsampled images that still had a resolution of 0.015 × 0.015 mm. The features of the structure tensor were calculated from the original images, and were subsequently downsampled as well to perform training and classification.

Segmentation {#sec2-3}
------------

Pixel classification was performed within the manual contours of the vessel wall, with linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for the three components fibrous, lipid, and necrotic tissue. Calcified tissue was not included as the specimens were decalcified and calcifications were not available in the manual annotations. Two approaches were evaluated: 1) Training a classifier on an independent dataset and 2) training a classifier on one or two sections of the specimen to be segmented (details in section *Evaluation*). Whereas, the second approach requires the annotation of one or two slices for each new specimen, this approach is expected to better account for differences in appearance between specimens. Therefore, of each specimen two histology sections were selected: The first was thought to be most representative for the other sections, and the second to form the most representative combination together with the first selected section. Representative sections contained all three tissue components, and the tissue of these components was similar in appearance to the other sections of that specimen.

Evaluation {#sec2-4}
----------

### Histology Segmentation {#sec3-1}

Classification accuracy by LDA was compared between: 1) Leave-one-specimen-out cross-validation, where 1% of the pixels from the twelve other specimens were used for training, 2) training on all pixels from the first selected section of the specimen to be segmented, and 3) training on both selected sections. Evaluation was performed on the sections that were never used for training, so on the same sections in every case (number of slices per specimen minus two). The average pixel-wise accuracy for 13 specimens, overall sensitivity for all three components for all specimens together, and correlation of relative component volumes with those obtained from manual segmentations were calculated. A Friedman test was done to test the accuracy for statistical differences.

### Ex Vivo MRI {#sec3-2}

To evaluate the validity of the obtained histology segmentations for training of *ex vivo* MRI plaque segmentation methods, we use the approach proposed in.\[[@ref4]\] This method uses registered three-dimensional (3D) histology to train a voxel classification method. The lipid and necrotic regions from histology were combined to form lipid-rich necrotic cores (LRNC), which is often done in MRI studies.\[[@ref3]--[@ref5]\] Areas for calcification were obtained by thresholding μCT scans, and subtracted from the (automatically determined) fibrous and LRNC segmentations, resulting in three components for classification. Results were compared for training on four different ground truth histology segmentations: 1) The manual histology segmentations, 2) the leave-one-out automated segmentations, 3) the manual histology segmentation for the first selected section per specimen, and the automatic segmentations after training on this section for the other sections, and 4) the manual histology segmentations of both selected sections, and the automatic segmentations after training on these sections for the remaining sections.

Histology, μCT, and *ex vivo* MRI were registered using a semi-automatic 3D registration approach.\[[@ref4][@ref9]\] The same feature set as previously was used,\[[@ref4]\] consisting of the available MR images (normalized), first and second order derivatives, and distances to the vessel wall. LDA was evaluated in a leave-one-specimen-out manner, training on 1% of voxels of the other twelve specimens, for each specimen.

For evaluation, voxelwise accuracy and the relative plaque component volumes were determined per specimen (all slices combined) with respect to the manual histology segmentations and thresholded μCT. A Friedman test was done to test the voxelwise accuracy and volume errors for statistical differences.

### In Vivo MRI and CTA {#sec3-3}

Combined MRI and CTA images were segmented as proposed in,\[[@ref7]\] using the four different histology segmentations for training, as explained in the previous subsection. Image features were the same as previously\[[@ref7]\] and similar to the features used in the *ex vivo* image segmentation. Registration of all imaging modalities and histology was carried out as described previously.\[[@ref7][@ref9]\] As the final registration between histology and *in vivo* data is less accurate than between histology and *ex vivo* data, evaluation was only done on Spearman rank correlation of relative volumes and on the error of the relative volume of each component in the result compared to the manual ground truth, per specimen (all slices combined per specimen).

RESULTS {#sec1-4}
=======

Histology Segmentation {#sec2-5}
----------------------

Results are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. With training on independent data an accuracy of 75.7 ± 6.8% was obtained. Spearman rank correlations were high for fibrous (0.88) and lipid (0.93), and good for necrotic tissue (0.74). Using training data from the same specimen slightly increased both accuracy (77.6 ± 6.3%) and correlation ρ =0.98 for fibrous and lipid and 0.82 for necrotic tissue), although not statistically significant. The main improvement was an increased sensitivity for lipid and necrotic tissue. As for MRI, lipid and necrotic tissues are often combined into one vulnerable component; the combined sensitivity is also given. Specificity for fibrous tissue is then equal to this sensitivity, and vice versa.

###### 

Results for histology classification

![](JPI-4-3-g003)

![Examples of histology segmentation. From left to right: Histology section, manually annotated ground truth, result by leave-one-out training, and the result for training on two other sections of the same specimen. In the top row, the accuracy is 73.3% with leave-one-out training, and 82.2% when trained on two other sections. All tissue types are well-detected. In the bottom row, the accuracies are 66.7% and 67.8%. The sensitivity for necrotic tissue is lower. Black = fibrous, dark gray = necrotic, and light gray = lipid](JPI-4-3-g004){#F2}

*Ex Vivo* MRI {#sec2-6}
-------------

Results are shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The results were very similar for training on either manual or automated histology segmentations, and the accuracies and correlations showed no statistically significant differences. The errors in the estimated volumes of the three components were only significantly larger than training on manual histology segmentations when training on leave-one-specimen-out segmented histology, and for calcification. The difference for calcification was so small that it is clinically probably not relevant.

###### 

Results on *ex vivo* MRI

![](JPI-4-3-g005)

![Example of *ex vivo* MRI segmentation. Top row from left to right: PDw MRI, histology section and the ground truth. Bottom row: Similar results are obtained by training on manually segmented histology (left figure, accuracy 74.6%) or histology segmentations trained on two slices of that specimen (middle figure, 75.1%). The histology sections segmented using leave-one-out classification result in a reduced accuracy (right figure, 61.4%). Light gray = fibrous, dark gray = LRNC, and white = calcification](JPI-4-3-g006){#F3}

*In Vivo* MRI and CTA {#sec2-7}
---------------------

Results are shown in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Spearman rank correlation values of relative plaque component volumes for the 13 specimens are similar for training on the automated and manual histology segmentations and even show slight improvements. The absolute error in volume estimation of fibrous and lipid-rich necrotic tissue is somewhat larger when the classifier is trained using the automated histology segmentations. This is not significantly different when the histology is segmented by training on data from one or two slices per specimen.

###### 

Results on *in vivo* MRI

![](JPI-4-3-g007)

![Example of *in vivo* MRI/CTA segmentation. Top row from left to right: Histology section, CT-angiography and PDw MRI. Bottom row: The relative size of the LRNC is 15.0% in the ground truth (left Figure), 27.4% using the manual histology segmentations (second Figure), 17.7% for training on two slices of the specimen (third Figure), and 1.0% for leave-one-out histology segmentation (right Figure). Black = fibrous, dark gray = LRNC, and light gray = calcification](JPI-4-3-g008){#F4}

CONCLUSIONS {#sec1-5}
===========

We performed automated segmentation of histology sections of atherosclerotic plaques, and subsequently used these as a ground truth to train segmentation algorithms in ex vivo and *in vivo* images.

The good accuracy and high Spearman rank correlations of histology segmentation indicate that, although multiple factors are relevant, the automated histology segmentations may be used as a measure in studying plaque vulnerability. The accuracy slightly improved by training on one or two slices of the specimen to be segmented instead of training on data from other specimens, however, differences were not significant.

When these automated histology segmentations were used to train *ex vivo* and *in vivo* plaque component segmentation methods, very similar accuracies and correlations were found as when the manual histology segmentations were used for training. This suggests a similar performance for grading of plaque vulnerability. Fibrous tissue was a little more overestimated and LRNC more underestimated when the automated segmentations were used. This is mainly because in the histology sections the difference between fibrous and necrotic tissue is difficult to detect consistently, which results in the classification of necrotic tissue as fibrous. MRI segmentation is slightly better when the automated histology sections for training were obtained by training on one or two annotated sections per specimen. Both better histology segmentations, and the use of the manually annotated sections in the ground truth for MRI classifier training contribute to this. Annotation of two slices still would reduce the number of histology sections that need complete manual segmentation by 85% in the used dataset.

Segmentation of plaques into hard classes may be difficult at specific locations, as gradual changes from one component to another occur. This can be taken into account in future research by including a mixed class or by obtaining posterior probabilities instead of hard segmentations. In addition, empty regions may be present in histology. Lipid tissue is very soft and, therefore, may be disrupted during slicing and observers annotate empty regions usually as lipid. In relation to interobserver reproducibility of histology segmentation our results are in between previously reported values. The same annotations for 92% of all pixels by two observers has been reported,\[[@ref3]\] but moderate agreement for observers indicating which components or characteristics are present has also been found\[[@ref10]\] (κ: 0.44-0.68 for different components).

This paper uses manual lumen and outer wall contours in all histology sections and is, therefore, not completely automatic. However, as the specimen can clearly be distinguished from the background, we expect automatic segmentation to be relatively easy.

In conclusion, good histology segmentations can be obtained using automated pixel classification. Automatic histology segmentation by using independent training data seems sufficient to indicate plaque vulnerability in clinical studies. These segmentations can also be used as training data to design automatic techniques for segmentation of plaque components in *ex vivo* MRI and *in vivo* MRI and CTA data. By using several manually annotated sections for each specimen the segmentations can be improved.
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